
A WORLD 
IN TRANSITION

Time
5pm-7pm

Location
Hasselt University (campus Diepenbeek)
room H2, Agoralaan (Building D)
3590 Diepenbeek

Contact
lia.vanhoef@uhasselt.be

Registration
www.uhasselt.be/course-north-south

Structure & language 
The course consists of interactive lectures by guest speak-
ers specialised in different areas of study. Every lecture will 
foresee the possibility of interaction between the speaker 
and the audience. All lectures will be in English.

Target group
• AUHL students:
 - Hasselt University: Students in their third bachelor year  
  and master students can register for the course (1955)  
    with the approval of their faculty.
 - PXL: Students can register for the course with the  
  approval of their department.
• Others: The lectures are open to all interested people.

Examination
• Attendance at all lectures is required.
• Participation in the discussions during the lectures is        
 encouraged.
• Students can choose between: 
 - A 10-page essay concerning a topic which has been  
  dealt with during the lectures. Students frame this  
  topic within a broader perspective, adopt a critical  
  stance in formulating their own opinion and make links  
  to recent events on the topic. 
 - Oral examination: students read a book from a given  
  reading list and discuss 3 insights they gained from  
  this book
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The interdisciplinary course North South constitutes a 
series of lectures by experts on contemporary development 
topics. These topics, in the framework of North-South 
relations, cover contemporary social phenomena in 
the South and the respective challenges to sustainable 
development in a variety of domains (e.g. education, law, 
international politics, health, agriculture, economics and 
management, etc.). It exposes students to a plurality of 
perspectives on local and global societal challenges at a 
time of unprecedented globalisation. It aims at providing 
a broader and deeper understanding of contemporary 
global issues and to develop students’ knowledge as well 
as a (self-) reflective and respectful perspective on other 
cultures.

After the Millennium Development Goals in 2015, the United 
Nations have launched the Sustainable Development 
Goals. The course includes lectures by selected experts 
who will introduce you to relevant development issues 
in different societal fields. The lectures will deal with 
development challenges ranging from the role of finance 
in addressing development goals worldwide to the current 
refugee crisis, the containment of infectious diseases, 
energy supply leapfrogging, the key role of women in 
peacebuilding and conflict, and the potentialities and 
weaknesses of the shifting state of Brasil.

This course is an elective course open to all students and 
interested people (free of charge).

Academic coordination
Prof. dr. Patrizia Zanoni
Prof. dr. Paul Janssen 

Administrative coordination
Lia Van Hoef

Thursday 11 February 2016
The European ‘refugee crisis’: Questioning assumptions 
about unauthorised migration
Prof. Vicki Squire (Warwick University, UK)

Thursday 18 February 2016
How to finance sustainable development in the 21st 
century? An agenda for inclusive financial reform 
Jan Van de Poel (11.11.11)

Thursday 25 February 2016
Immunization challenges in low and middle income 
countries
Prof. dr. Pierre Van Damme (University of Antwerp)

Thursday 3 March 2016
Gender, peace and security: rethinking peacebuilding in 
the 21st century 
Dr. Sahla Aroussi (Coventry University, UK)

Thursday 10 March 2016
Energy supply leapfrogging
Alex De Broe (CEO XANT)

Wednesday 16 March 2016
World Evening
Online registration required @ www.uhasselt.be/worldevening

Thursday 17 March 2016
The Brazilian current scenario as a consequence of a 
historical process: the potentialities and the weaknesses 
of a shifting State
Prof. dr. Pedro Ivo Diniz (Universidade Federal de Lavras, 
Brazil)
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